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Abstract: 

 Let ,.)(S  be a finite semigroup and let T  be a non-empty subset of S .The graph ),( TSCay  is defined 

as the graph whose vertex set is S  and edges are the pairs ),( yx  such that  yxt   for some Tt  and

yx  . Such a graph is called the Cayley graph of S  relative toT . In this paper, we characterize and 

describe some properties of Cayley graphs of Factorizable inverse Semigroup relative to Green's 

equivalence classes. 
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1. Introduction  

The Cayley graph of groups was introduced by Arthur Cayley in 1878 and the Cayley graphs of groups 

have received serious attention since then. The Cayley graphs of semigroups are generalizations of 

Cayley graphs of groups. The whole section 2.4 of the book [7] is devoted to Cayley graphs of 

semigroups. In 1964, Bosak [2] and in 1981, Zelinka [9] studied certain graphs over semigroups .Recently 

in 2006, Kelarev [6] studied on Cayley graphs of inverse semigroups. The concept of Factorizable inverse 

semigroup has been given Chen and Hsieh in [3].The Green's relations play an important role in the 

theory of semigroups. In this paper, we study the Cayley graphs of Factorizable inverse semigroups 

relative to Green's equivalence Classes. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section we describe some basic definitions and results in Semigroup theory and Graph theory 

which are needed in the sequel. 

Definition 2.1 A pair ,.)(S consisting of a non-empty set S and an associative binary operation . on S  is 

called a semigroup. 

 

Definition 2.2 An element x  in S  is said to be an idempotent if xx 2
 and the set of all idempotents 

in S  is denoted as ),(SE simply E . 
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Definition 2.3 (c.f. [5]) Let S  be a semigroup. We define bLa ),( Sba   if and only if a and b

generates the same principal left ideal, that is, if and only if bSaS 11  . Similarly we define bRa  if and 

only if a and b generates the same principal right ideal, that is, if and only if 11 SbSa  . We define 

bHa  if and only if bLa  and bRa . 

Lemma 2.4 (c. f. [5]) Let ba ,  be elements of a semigroup S . Then bLa  if and only if there exist 

1, Syx   such that bax  , aby   and bRa  if and only if 1, Svu   such that ,bua  avb  . 

Notation 2.5 The L-class (R-class, H-class) containing an element a  in a semigroup S  will be written as 

aL  ),( aa HR . 

Definition 2.6 A semigroup S is called an inverse semigroup if every a  in S possesses a unique inverse, 

that is, there exist a unique element 1a  in S  such that aaaa 1 , .111   aaaa   

 

Theorem 2.7 ([3]) Let S  be a semigroup, G be a subgroup of  S  and )(SEE  .Then the  

following conditions are equivalent 

(i) GES   

(ii) GeLe    for every .Ee  

(iii) eGRe   for every .Ee  

 

Definition 2.8 A subsemigroup H of a semigroup S  is said to be factorizable if there exists a subgroup 

G  and a subset E of idempotents of H  such that }.,/{ EeGggeGEH   

 

Lemma 2.9 ([3]) If the semigroup S  is factorizable as GES   ,then 

(i) EGS    

(ii) S has an identity 1 which is the identity of G  

(iii) 1HG  , the H -class containing 1 

(iv) For every Sx there is a unique Ee such that  gex   for some Gg  

and )(SEE  , the set of all idempotents of S . 

Definition 2.10 An element  x  in a semigroup  S  is called Nilpotent if 0nx for some n . 
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Definition 2.11 A graph 
*G is a pair ),( EV  where V is a non-empty  set whose elements are called 

vertices of *G and E is a subset of VV  whose elements are called edges of .*G The vertex set of a 

graph 
*G  is denoted by )( *GV and edge set is denoted by ).( *GE  

 

Definition 2.12 A subgraph ),(* FUH   of a graph 
*G = ),( EV  is said to be vertex induced subgraph if  

F  consists of all the edges of 
*G  joining pairs of vertices of .U  

 

Definition 2.13 A graph of order n with all possible edges is called a complete graph of order n  and is 

denoted by .nK  

 

Definition 2.14 Let S  be a finite semigroup and let T be a non-empty subset of S . The Cayley graph 

),( TSCay  of S  relative to T is defined as the graph with vertex set S  and edge set

},:),{( yxTtsomeforyxtyx  . 

3. Main Results 
 

Throughout this section  S  is considered as a Factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set X  and G  

be the group elements, the subgroup of S . Let ,SKN  where N  be the set of all nilpotent 

elements with nilpotency level 2 and K  be the set of all charts or partial symmetries of the form 








j

i

,where ., Xji   

 

Lemma 3.1 Let S  be a factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set X  with Syx ,  and Gg .Then 

yxR  if and only if .xgy   

 

Proof. Suppose that yxR . Then eRyx , for some .Ee Therefore, by Theorem2.7, there exist 

Ggg 21, such that 1egx  and .2egy  From 1egx  , we have 1

1

 xge and so 2egy  implies 

32

1

12

1

1 )()( xgggxgxgy   for some .2

1

13 Gggg    

            Conversely suppose that xgy   for some Gg . Therefore .1 ygx Hence .yxR Thus yxR  if 

and only if .xgy   

 

Proposition 3.2 Let S  be a factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set X with Gg and Kyx ,

with yx  . Then there is an edge between x  and y  in ),( NKCay if and only if .xLy  
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Proof. Let Kyx ,   with yx  . Suppose that there is an edge between x  and y in ).,( NKCay Then 

there exist Ggg 21, such that xgy 1  and .2 ygx  Then by lemma 2.4, we have .xLy    

             Conversely, suppose that Kyx , with .xLy  Then eLyx , for some .Ee Then by Theorem 

2.7, there exist Ggg 21, such that egx 1  and .2egy  Then xge
1

1


 and .

1

12 xggy


 That is 

xgy 3  for some .
1

123 Gggg 


Since Kx  , we have xkx 1  for some .1 K
i

i
k 








  Thus 

xgy 3  implies xkgy )( 13 . Suppose 0)( 2

13 kg (where 0-empty mapping). Then 113 kkg  for some 

Kk 1 ,it contradicts our assumption that .xLy  Thus .13 Nkg  Hence there is an edge from x  to y in

).,( NKCay Also, we have ygkx
1

3

1

1


 = ygk

1

31


.Therefore there is an edge from y  to x . Hence 

there is an edge between x  and y  in ).,( NKCay  

Proposition 3.3 Let S  be a factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set X and eL be any L class 

containing e  , where ).(KEe  Then the graph induced by eL  of ),( NKCay is a complete graph nK , 

where .|| eLn 
 

 

Proof. Let eLyx ,  with yx  . Then we have Lyx . Hence, by Proposition 3.2, there is an edge 

between x  and y  in ).,( NKCay Hence there is an edge between x  and y  in the graph induced by 

eL  of ).,( NKCay Therefore the graph induced by eL  of ),( NKCay is a complete graph nK where 

.|| eLn   

 

Theorem 3.4 Let S  be a factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set X and eL be any L class 

containing e  , where ).(KEe Then ),( NKCay is the disjoint union of induced subgraphs with vertex 

set eL  of ).,( NKCay  
 

Proof. Let ).(, KEfe  For fe   , we have   fe LL ,since they are distinct L classes. Hence 

the induced subgraphs with vertex set eL  and fL  of ),( NKCay are disjoint whenever e and f are 

distinct.  

         Let us consider ),( NLCay e be the graph induced by the vertex set   of eL of ).,( NKCay  

Now; )),(( NKCayV = K  = eKEe L)( = )).,(()( NLCayV eKEe  Let Kyx , with yx  . Suppose 

that there is an edge from x  to y  in ).,( NKCay Then by Proposition 3.2 ,we have .Lyx  Then 

eLyx , for some ).(KEe Since ),( NLCay e is complete by Proposition 3.3,there is an edge  from x  
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to y  in ).,( NLCay e Hence there is an edge from x  to y in ).,()( NLCay eKEe Therefore

)),(( NKCayE )).,(( )( NLCayE eKEe On the other hand , suppose that there is an edge from x  to 

y  in the disjoint union of ).,( NLCay e Since the union is disjoint and each ),( NLCay e is complete, it 

follows that an x  and y  belongs to 

an eL  for some ).(KEe Hence .Lyx  Therefore by Proposition 3.2, there is an edge from x  to y  in 

).,( NKCay Hence  )),(( )( NLCayE eKEe )).,(( NKCayE Thus )),(( NKCayE

)).,(( )( NLCayE eKEe Hence ),( NKCay is the disjoint union of ).,( NLCay e  
                

 

Theorem 3.5 Let S  be a factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set X  and factorizable as GES   .If 

eR  is any R -class of S  for Ee , then for Syx , with yx   there is an edge from x  to y  in 

),( eRSCay  if and only if there exist an eRr  such that  Lyxr for every .re LRr 
 

 

Proof. Let Syx , with yx  .Suppose that there is an edge from x to y  in ),( eRSCay , where eR  is 

any R -class in S . Then there exist an eRr such that .yrx   

Case (1): Let 1e . Then ),( 1RSCay  = ),( GSCay and so yxr  for some eRr implies yxg  for 

some .Gg Since Gg , we have 21ggg  for some ., 21 Ggg  Thus ygx  implies yxgg )( 21  

and so .
1

12 ygxg


 Hence Lyxg2 for every .2 Gg   

        Conversely suppose that Lyxg2  for every .2 Gg  Then eLyxg ,2 for some Ee . Therefore by 

Theorem 2.7, there exist g   and Gg  such that egxg 2 and .egy   Then xgge 2

1)(   and 

xgxgggy 32

1)(    for some  .)( 2

1

13 Ggggg    Thus there exist an edge from x to y  in 

).,( GSCay  

Case (2): Let .1e  Suppose that there is an edge from x to y in ).,( eRSCay Then there exist an eRr

such that .xry   Let .re LRr  Then eRr  and rLr  . Since ,, rLrr   we have .rLr  Then 

eLrr ,  for some Ee .Then by Theorem 2.7, there exist Ggg 21, such that egr 1  and .2egr   

Then rge
1

1


  and .

1

12 rggr


 That is rgr 3  for some .
1

123 Gggg 


Therefore 

.)()( 333 ygrxgxrgxr  Thus Lyxr for every .re LRr   

          Conversely suppose that Lyxr  for every .re LRr  Then eLyxr  , for some .Ee

Therefore by Theorem 2.7, there exist Ggg 21, such that  egxr 1  and .2egy   Then )(
1

1 xrge 


 

and ).(
1

12 xrggy 


 That is )(3 xrgy   for some .
1

123 Gggg 


 Let .3 krg  Thus xky  . Since 
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re LRr  ,we have rgr 1 and rgr  2  for some ., 32 Ggg  We can choose an element Gg 3

such that rgr 3  and .3rgr   Suppose not, it contradicts .rLr  Thus eRrk  and so there exist 

an edge from x to y  in ).,( eRSCay  

 

Example 3.6 Let )}2,2(),1,2(),2,1(),1,1(,,{ geS  be a set with multiplication defined by 

 

. e  g  (1,1) (1,2) (2,1)
 

(2,2)
 

e  e  g  (1,1) (1,2) (2,1)
 

(2,2)
 

g  g e  (2,1) (2,2)
 

(1,1)
 

(1,2)
 

(1,1)
  

(1,1)
 

(1,2)
 

(1,1)
 

(1,2) 0
 

 0 

(1,2) (1,2) (1,1)
 

0  0 (1,1)
  

(1,2) 

(2,1) (2,1)
 

(2,2)
 

(2,1) (2,2)
 

 0 0
 

(2,2) (2,2)
 

(2,1)  0 0 (2,1) (2,2)
 

                                                                  

Then S  is a factorizable inverse semigroup on a finite set }2,1{X  with group of units }.,{ geG   

Again the L Classes of S  are )}1,2(),1,1{(1 L and )}2,2(),2,1{(2 L  and the R  Classes of S  are  

)}2,1(),1,1{(1 R  and )}2,2(),1,2{(2 R respectively. 
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